Abstract-One main challenge in multi-agent navigation is to generate trajectories minimizing bottlenecks in environments cluttered with obstacles. In this paper we approach this problem globally by taking into account the maximum flow capacity of a given polygonal environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of optimally deploying multiple agents traversing a polygonal environment has important applications in many areas, for example, to control multiple robots in warehouses, to coordinate autonomous cars across narrow streets and to evaluate evacuation scenarios. While optimality can be defined by taking into account different variables such as energy, time, or distance travelled, in all cases the problem is difficult to be solved in a planar domain and is usually addressed in a discrete representation of the environment.
In this paper we introduce the approach of relying on the continuous maximum flow of a given environment and we present a new GPU-based method that allows us to compute the maximum flow and to represent it in a max flow map.
By computing the max flow map of the environment, bottleneck-free lanes can be determined leading to a system of trajectories able to deploy agents to safely reach their destinations. If a large quantity of agents is deployed, the system of trajectories will optimally guide all agents to reach the destination region. Here optimality is related to the maximum number of agents that can be deployed across the environment from a source polygonal entrance to a sink polygonal exit without creating bottlenecks.
We consider the input polygonal domain to be delimited by entrance and exit polygonal edges which function as the source and sink of the obtained max flow map. See Fig. 1 . Once the flow map is computed, lane trajectories are extracted according to the size of the agents and optimized in length while keeping constant the maximum flow achieved by the system of trajectories.
As a result our method is able to generate trajectories of maximum flow from source to destination edges among a generic set of polygonal obstacles, guaranteeing that no bottlenecks are formed. Given the obtained flow optimality of the trajectories, when the system of trajectories is fully occupied by agents moving along them, no more agents can fit the environment without eventually creating bottlenecks. Agents can safely follow our computed trajectories without having to employ any complex local behavior strategies in order to reach the destination region.
Our trajectories are globally-optimal with respect to the flow capacity and locally-optimal with respect to the total length of the generated system of trajectories. Several simulations are presented demonstrating the superior performance of our method in deploying large quantities of agents across environments with obstacles.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-agent path planning is important for a variety of applications and the problem has been extensively studied in different contexts.
The vast majority of approaches developed to date are based on grid representations. In this case, the problem consists of finding trajectories for agents from given initial cells to given target cells in the environment grid, while avoiding cells marked as obstacles [7] . A popular approach to this problem is to plan paths individually for each agent and subsequently solve all conflicts. Different strategies for solving conflicts exist. For example, one approach is to recursively solve conflicts between pairs of agents [10] . A number of variations and extensions exist, such as integration with roadmaps for scalability to higher dimensional problems including articulated structures [3] . While finding optimal solutions for several versions of the multi-agent path finding problem is known to be NP-hard [15, 13] , unlabeled variations can be solved in polynomial time [17, 11] .
Discrete flow algorithms have clear applications to multiagent path planning and the problem of computing maximum flows in a capacitated network graph has been very important in combinatorial optimization. The problem is commonly studied in textbooks and many polynomial-time algorithms exist. The connection between network flows and path planning has started to be investigated in a number of works; however, to date all previous works have been limited to investigations performed in discrete versions of the problem.
A Conflict-Based Min-Cost-Flow algorithm has been proposed to address the combined target assignment and path finding problem, where a min-cost max-flow algorithm on a time-expanded network is used to assign all agents in a single team to targets [6] . Yu and Lavalle [16] study the problem of computing minimum last arrival time and minimum total distance solutions for multi-agent path planning on graphs. Their formulation relies on discrete multi-commodity flow algorithms which address the problem of flowing different types of commodities through a graph network.
Heuristics for search-based algorithms that systematically explore the state space have also been proposed based on commodity flows [14] , and multi-agent path planning has been investigated with graph network flows, with respect to goal replacement for paths when the goals are permutation invariant [17] . In the area of multi-agent simulation, crowdflow graphs have been developed to distribute agents in an environment according to capacity information extracted from a harmonic field computed in the environment [1] .
While these works clearly show that solving flow problems represents a powerful approach to address multi-agent path planning, no previous work has explored the use of a continuous flow formulation in order to be able to directly address planar environments described by polygonal boundaries. Such an approach is important in order to reach optimality guarantees in the Euclidean sense, and furthermore, to take into account specific geometric constraints (such as agent size) without simplifications.
While the generalization of the maximum flow problem to a continuous domain is clearly interesting, its computation is not obvious. Strang [12] describes an extension of the max flow-min cut theorem to continuous flows, showing that the maximum flow from sources to sinks in a planar domain is determined by the minimal cut, just like the discrete version of the problem. This result opens a direction for computing max flows in continua.
Mitchell [8] addresses the problem of actually constructing the min cuts and max flows in a clever approach based on the computation of Shortest Path Maps (SPMs) [9] . Polynomialtime algorithms are given for varied max flow scenarios involving source edges and sink edges in simple polygons. Similar to the calculation of SPMs, a continuous Dijkstra paradigm forms the basis for their algorithms, but in a specific form which solves the so called 0/1/∞ weighted regions problem. In this paper we follow this approach in order to achieve our proposed flow maps.
While a traditional CPU implementation of SPMs based on the continuous Dijkstra paradigm is still difficult to accomplish, in this paper we approach the problem with a new GPU implementation which greatly simplifies addressing the problem. The approach is based on the concepts introduced by Camporesi and Kallmann [2] . In this paper we extend this GPU approach to take into account polygonal edges as sources and the required 0/1/∞ weighted region formulation. By applying our extended SPM methods we are able to obtain a diagram expressing the desired flow map for the entire input environment.
While it is possible to generate SPMs via CPU-based methods, our GPU implementation was developed in order to achieve a practical approach to the problem by making use of the built-in features of the OpenGL rendering pipeline. Additional information of our implementation is available [4] and also demonstrates performances superior to some other approaches.
Contributions This paper proposes two main contributions. First, while previous works have been limited to discrete flow definitions, we introduce a method to compute maximum flow maps in continuous domains, relying on the insight of applying GPU rasterization techniques previously used for computing shortest paths with SPMs. Second, we demonstrate a simple method to optimize the flow trajectories with respect to their total length, while keeping the maximum flow capacity optimal.
III. METHOD OVERVIEW
The goal of our overall method is to be able to optimally generate paths for multiple agents traversing a polygonal environment cluttered with obstacles.
The input polygonal environment is delimited by a polygon P containing all obstacles of interest in its interior. We assume that agents will enter P from given source edges P src and will exit the environment by crossing sink edges P snk . In our formulation P src and P snk are polygonal lines which are pieces of the domain boundary P.
While it is possible to consider multiple disconnected polygonal lines as sources and sinks, in this work we limit ourselves to a single polygonal line for each. Assuming P src is left of P snk , as in the example of Fig. 1 , there are two additional polygonal lines between P src and P snk which appear at the bottom and top of the domain. We call these additional polygonal lines as P bot and P top . In this case the concatenation of P src , P bot , P snk and P top completely covers the domain boundary in counter-clockwise order.
With source and sink edges defined it is then possible to compute a max flow in P. A flow in P is as a divergence-free vector field defined for every valid point in the interior of P. The vector field of the flow provides directions that can be followed by agents in P. We informally define a maximum flow in P as a flow maximizing flow directions crossing P snk outwards, and with directions along P src entering P. Given that the flow is divergence-free a max flow provides a way to route agents from P src to P snk while maximizing the flow of agents exiting P. While capacity constraints could be defined in terms of maximum magnitudes of flow vectors, in our application we consider a constant magnitude everywhere. Formal definitions of the above concepts are provided by Mitchell [8] .
Our approach to compute a max flow for P however does not take into account the size of agents or the length of the generated trajectories when agents follow the flow. We then present a second step to address these additional aspects.
Considering that an agent traversing the environment is approximated by a circle of radius r, we present a method to extract lanes from the max flow such that each lane connects entrance points on P src to exit points on P snk , and to optimize them in length. The produced lanes will be of maximum flow, will minimize total length, and will have clearance r; that is, for each point in a lane its minimum distance to the boundary P, the obstacles inside P, or to other lanes, will be at least r.
The next sections detail the steps discussed above.
IV. SHORTEST PATH MAP
We start by describing our approach to compute Shortest Path Maps (SPMs), which are necessary for computing the proposed max flow maps. For additional details an extended exposition of our SPM computation method described in this section is also available [4] .
SPMs are structures constructed with respect to one or more "source points" or "source segments", and that partition the space into regions that share the same sequence of parent points along the shortest path to the closest source. This means that an SPM encodes shortest paths to the sources for all points in a particular planar environment, and is thus useful for global navigation. Fig. 2 shows an example SPM computed for one of our test environments.
Let n s source points {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s ns } be defined in the plane, such that s i ∈ P, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n s }, and where P ⊂ R 2 defines a polygonal domain containing all sources and obstacles. We can also have n l line segment sources {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n l }, such that l i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n l }, consisting of two endpoints ∈ P. A set of polygonal obstacles O, with a total of n vertices, is also defined in P such that shortest paths will not cross any obstacles in O.
Given source points and segments the respective SPM will efficiently represent globally-shortest paths, which are optimal collision-free paths from any point p ∈ P − O, to either: 1) its closest source point s i or 2) the closest reachable point on its closest segment source l i (as will be discussed in section IV-B).
We follow the approach of Camporesi et al. [2] and improve it in order to take into account polygonal edges as sources and to eliminate geometry approximation. Our solution is implemented using OpenGL Compute Shaders [4] . The approach is based on rasterizing "clipped cones" with apices placed at specific depths below source points and obstacle vertices, relative to the z = 0 plane, such that the final rendered result from an orthographic top-down view is the desired SPM. Each apex's z coordinate is equal to its distance to the closest source along the shortest path. When a cone is rasterized, the depth values of the affected pixels increase proportionally to their Euclidean distances to the apex, and thus the GPU's depth test will maintain only the closest ones to a source.
A. Algorithm
An array containing points with the xy coordinates of the n s source points and n obstacle vertices is stored in the GPU. These points are referred to as "generator points", or simply "generators."
The GPU framebuffer stores the following information for the pixels: 1) the red and green channels store the xy coordinates of the pixel's current parent point in P; 2) the blue channel stores the current known shortest path distance to the closest source; 3) the alpha channel is used as a flag to determine whether the pixel has yet to be rasterized by a generator. When the buffer is visualized, we zero out the blue channel so that we can visualize the xy coordinates of each region.
The SPM generation process consists of choosing a generator from the array and rasterizing its clipped cone n total = n s + n times, such that each generator is processed once.
First, we determine which generator will be rasterized next by choosing the one with the smallest distance to source. This means that naturally the source points themselves will be the first ones to be picked, as their distance to source is 0. Points which have already been chosen before are not considered, and a non-source point cannot become a generator if it has not been reached by a previous cone because its correct distance to source is not yet known.
Second, we rasterize the clipped cone. This means that only the parts of the scene which have direct line-of-sight to the cone are rasterized, hence why it is "clipped." This visibility determination is part of the construction of the clipped cones, and is done before the actual rasterization. The pixels that are affected by the rasterization have direct line-of-sight to the generator point, so they calculate their Euclidean distance to it and add it to the generator's accumulated distance. If this sum is smaller than the current distance stored in the pixel (from the cone of a previous generator), then its blue channel stores the new distance and its red and green channels are updated with the generator's coordinates, making the generator the pixel's new parent point.
After all generators have been processed, the result in the framebuffer will be the desired SPM.
B. Line Segment Sources
To extend the SPM algorithm from source points to source segments, we must also process "elongated" cones that have apices which are segments rather than just points.
Let l i be a source segment with n ci critical points, n ci ≥ 0. These critical points come from the visibility set of segments of the critical graph, which will be explained in greater detail in Section V-A. Critical points are the points on the source segments onto which obstacle vertices can be projected (see Fig. 3 ).
Since critical points denote points on the segment where the visibility of the scene changes with respect to the segment, we must consider each of the sub-segments between the endpoints and the critical points independently. We consider that l i is now made up of n ci + 2 points: its two endpoints plus all of the critical points along its length, if any.
Each pair of adjacent points makes up a sub-segment that is included in the SPM generation process as an elongated cone. In practice this means that the distance calculation of the pixels is slightly different when the generator is a segment, as it must determine whether it is closer to one of the endpoints or to a projected point somewhere inbetween. However, this is still just a point-to-segment distance calculation.
V. MAX FLOW
Given the polygonal domain P, the obstacles in it, source edges P src and sink edges P snk , we can then compute a maximum flow from P src to P snk . Central to the approach taken in this paper is the intimate connection between the max-flow problem and its dual, the min-cut problem.
The min-cut of the environment represents a polygonal line cut, starting at P top or P bot , traversing the environment, and ending at the opposite boundary, P bot or P top , respectively. The total length of the sub-segments of the min-cut that are on the free space of the domain represents the main bottleneck of the environment, and defines the maximum possible flow from source to sink. Relevant to our work is the fact that the min-cut can be determined by accumulating distances from P bot to P top (or from P top to P bot ) without considering the cost of traversing obstacles.
The needed distance accumulation is addressed by the 0/1/∞ weighted region problem, which is a limited case of the general Weighted Region Problem where only three weights exist: 0 (no cost), 1 (cost proportional to distance traveled), and ∞ (impassable region) [5] . With this formulation, when generating a SPM with source as P bot or P top , distances are accumulated from one boundary of the domain to the other without considering obstacles, which are seen as 0-cost regions rather than the ∞-cost regions they would be in a normal SPM.
The vector field defining our max flow will consist of the vectors orthogonal to the isolines of the generated SPM. As we will later see, the final flow lanes that will be used will be extracted directly from the generated flow and we will not need to explicitly extract the min-cut.
A. Critical Graph of the Domain
In order to compute the SPM of an environment with 0-cost regions, the critical graph [8] of the domain has to be computed first.
The critical graph of the domain contains essential information for the construction of the max flow map via the SPM algorithm, and is comprised of line segments between the boundary and the obstacles in the scene, or between the obstacles themselves. There are two distinct sets of line segments that make up the critical graph: a visibility set and a flow propagation set.
The visibility set of line segments serves to inform the SPM algorithm at which points along a polygonal line the visibility of the scene changes with respect to that polygonal line. It is derived from projecting all obstacle vertices onto the polygonal line of the domain boundary, either P bot or P top , that will be used to generate the max flow map. Assuming, for example, that we are using P bot , the obstacle vertices with direct lineof-sight to P bot project onto its segments as shown in Fig. 3 . The construction of this part of the critical graph depends on the choice between P bot and P top , which themselves depend on P src and P snk .
The purpose of the flow propagation set of line segments is to inform us of the shortest segment that exists between the boundary and each obstacle, and between pairs of obstacles. This is crucial to correctly propagate flow distances throughout the scene, as will be explained in Section VI. The vertices from the entire boundary are projected onto all obstacle segments, and the vertices of all obstacles are projected onto the segments of all other obstacles. A line segment is added to the critical graph if this line segment is the shortest distance between them. An example is shown in Fig. 3 . The construction of this part of the critical graph does not depend on the choice of source or sink, and therefore depends only on the configuration of the scene. Fig. 3 : The critical graph of an environment with three obstacles. In this example, P bot (green) is the part of the boundary that will be used to generate the map, and therefore the vertices project onto it. The visibility set of segments is shown in red and the flow propagation set of segments is shown in blue. Arrows illustrate the direction of each vertex's projection.
VI. MAX FLOW MAP
We compute our max flow map by using the SPM propagation approach as described in the previous section. The initial pre-processing step is to compute the critical graph of the scene, as explained in Section V-A.
In this section we choose P bot to generate the max flow map. The generation process is illustrated in Fig. 4 and follows the three steps enumerated below:
1) First, all of the segments of P bot are set to be initial SPM segment sources and the SPM of the scene is computed. 2) Then, for each obstacle in the domain, the critical graph is used to find its smallest distance to the closest segment of P bot . If an obstacle finds a new smallest distance, the SPM is updated, expanding all of the obstacle's segments again using this new distance. This step updates the SPM to take into account 0-cost transitions across the selected obstacle. 3) Finally, the previous step is repeated until none of the obstacles find new smallest distances. The resulting map is the max flow map. By computing the max flow map and querying it, we are able to determine in constant time which direction each agent should move so that maximal flow is achieved. The max flow map is a vector field where each pixel now stores a direction rather than a single parent point. Each direction is set to be orthogonal to the SPM distance field, i.e., the max flow vector field will store vectors tangent to the white SPM isolines shown in the figures.
For practical use the obtained map can then be divided into "lanes", which are corridors that originate from P src and follow the flow field until reaching P snk . By following these lanes agents will move towards the sink in an orderly (a) SPM generated from an initial scene configuration with three obstacles A, B, and C, and the corresponding critical graph as shown in Fig. 3. (b) Obstacles A and B find new smallest distances, and expand again with them, altering the map. We assume that each agent can be represented by a circle of radius r. A candidate lane whose minimum distance to any obstacle segment and to P is less than r is considered to be invalid, otherwise it is valid.
Our lane determination procedure works as follows. We take points along P src from an extreme endpoint towards the other extreme endpoint in order to generate candidate lanes. If a candidate lane is found to be invalid, we advance by a small increment ∆ along P src and try again. In our scenarios we have set ∆ to be the height of a pixel. If a valid candidate lane is found, we advance by 2r because we know adjacent lanes must be spaced by at least 2r. Because of this and the fact that lanes run parallel to each other, we do not need to check for collision with previously-accepted valid lanes. With this procedure we determine the maximum possible number of valid lanes from P src to P snk .
A possible optimization to the above procedure is to directly compute the total incremental space needed when an invalid lane is found, instead of performing increments of ∆ size. This is possible to obtain from the largest obstacle penetration depth encountered in an invalid candidate lane. However the approach of testing by small increments is simpler and was effective in our scenarios.
The choice of P bot or P top as the origin of the SPM generates two different max flow maps which almost certainly have different configurations of lanes. However, because the max flow is determined by the min cut, and the min cut is dependent only on the scene, this choice has no effect on the capacity of the maximal flow.
VII. LENGTH OPTIMIZATION OF FLOW LANES
Utilizing the max flow map described in the previous section and assigning agents to all the possible lanes guarantees a continuous max flow of agents through an environment. However, depending on the layout of the scene and the relative sizes of the source and sink, the generated lanes may be inefficient with respect to the path they take through the scene, taking extremely long detours when shorter, more direct paths are available. We present here a post-processing optimization process to reduce this inefficiency.
For each lane, we randomly choose a pair of points p 1 and p 2 along its path, and check to see if the segment p 1 p 2 is a valid "shortcut." This is only true if p 1 p 2 does not intersect with any other occupied lane or obstacle segment and keeps its minimum distance to all obstacles and P as at least r, and to all other lanes as at least 2r.
This optimization can be applied individually to any lane, in any order, and repeated any number of times. In practice, we start the process with the last assigned lane and work our way backwards to the first. This is because if P src 's length is less than the min cut of the environment, the lanes will not be able to use all available space up to the side opposite of the one that generated the max flow map, and therefore the last lane tends to have the most open space to work with. As shortcuts are accepted and lanes are shortened, they also free up new space for subsequent lanes.
The optimization does not change the original lane assignment, it only shortens the lanes instead of searching new ways through the environment, so this optimization does not guarantee a globally-optimal configuration of lanes lengthwise nor does it alter the maximal flow. However, by iterating enough times, it converges to a locally-optimal solution. The effect of this process on the lanes of our test environments is illustrated in Figure 5 .
VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to illustrate the benefits of using our max flow trajectories we have produced several multi-agent simulations in different environments.
In each simulation we define P src at the top of the domain boundary and P snk at the bottom, then proceed to construct three types of navigation environments:
1) The first type is based on the SPM computed with P snk as source, such that agents will follow their shortest paths to P snk . We call this SPM as SPM snk . Paths are the shortest possible but several bottlenecks occur which are handled with simple collision avoidance between the agents. This SPM snk case is not to be confused with the SPM pass used to construct the max flow map (next type).
2) The second type uses our max flow map of the environment, which is computed with the 0/1/∞-SPM formulation starting from P bot . The flow map provides directions to agents placed anywhere in the covered regions of the environment. Lanes respecting the size of the agents are retrieved from P src to P snk and used to guide the agents. The lanes are optimal with respect to the flow capacity but their lengths can be further optimized.
3) In the third type the lanes obtained from the flow map are optimized leading to a system of trajectories with minimized total length while still achieving the max flow of the environment.
In each environment type we repeatedly spawn agents at the beginning of each lane whenever there is space for them, as the agents use either the SPM snk , the max flow map, or the max flow map with optimized lanes to navigate towards the sink. Whenever an agent reaches the sink, it is removed from the environment. Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the simulation running on scenario 3.
The simulations ran for 60 seconds, measuring the minimum, maximum, and average lengths of the paths computed and the number of agents that were able to reach the sink during that time, as can be seen in Table I . The SPM snk consistently computed the shortest paths in every environment, which is to be expected since it gives the globally shortest path for each point. However, fewer agents were able to reach the sink during the simulation. When too many agents try to follow their shortest paths to the sink, bottlenecks emerge that slow down the majority of their progress.
The environment types relying on the max flow, as expected, despite having longer overall lane lengths, were better for coordinating the movement of agents throughout the environment. No bottlenecks were created, and so the max flow map was able to make 2 or sometimes close to 3 times as many agents reach their destination. Also, agents using the max flow map do not require collision avoidance behavior.
The accompanying video to this paper 1 demonstrates the path optimization procedure and full simulations running in three different environments for each type of navigation strategy. The results of simulations where agents continuously spawn at the beginning of their assigned lanes whenever there is enough space for them, and then navigate towards the sink, for a duration of 60 seconds. Columns min, max, and avg refer to the minimum, maximum, and average path/lane lengths computed for the scene, respectively, and n is the total number of agents that were able to reach the sink in the allotted time. The three scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Our results clearly show the benefits of computing optimal flow trajectories for deploying large numbers of agents across generic polygonal domains. Because the computed flow is optimal, no better solution can be found in terms of numbers of agents per second reaching the exit sink polygonal line. Our optimization of trajectories also ensures that each agent will follow a short path to the exit; however, our current method does not guarantee a globally-optimal solution in terms of overall path length of all trajectories, because we do not evaluate all combinatorial possibilities of assigning trajectories, or portions of trajectories, to different corridors. Such an extension is left for future work. An additional promising direction for future work is taking into account disconnected source and sink polygonal lines.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have introduced in this paper a new method to compute max flow maps capturing the maximum flow capacity of given generic polygonal domains. The proposed method is able to determine bottleneck-free lanes that lead to a system of trajectories optimally guiding a large number of agents to reach a destination exit of the environment. The presented simulations demonstrate that our approach can dramatically increase the number of agents that successfully navigate towards the goal exit of the environment in a given time frame.
The proposed approach introduces a methodology for taking into account continuous flows in polygonal domains, opening new research avenues in flow-based multi-agent path planning.
